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KINGS PREPARE FOR SUNDOWN
Kings of Leon's new disc "Come Around Sundew v. just one of
the many anticipated releases to come this fat Ched out
the fall entertainment preview on
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Dining Services mixes up menu items to add new flavors to campus

KEEPIN' IT FRESH
By Emily Tuckar
Reporter
ANDMAFEHL

IMF BG NEWS

HEW LOCATION: The College Pack Office Building, located on North College Owe is the new
home of the Counseling Center.

Students travel farther
to Counseling Center
By Megan Woodward
Reporter

Along with many other offices,
the Counseling Center has moved
out of Conklin North to accommodate the increase of freshmen to the University. They have
found their new home in College
Park, which is located behind the
Offenhauer Towers.
"We are excited about several
pieces of the change in location
of the counseling center," said
Stefani Hathaway, a psychologist
at the Career Center. "It is so great
BG has recruited so many new
students and we have been settling into a new space. Things
have been working out just fine."
Although
the Counseling
Center may seem more out of the
way for some students, for others
it is closer.
"It is not an area of campus
where students walk all the time,
but we have noticed it is not that
far of a walk," said Hathaway. "We
are actually more accessible to
some students."
With the space change of the
center there is now more space for
the counselors and workers.
"In Conklin, we only had enough
room to have one group session,
but in College Park we have the
space to have two group discussions," said Hathaway.
Since the relocation to College

Park, the center said they have not
noticed a change in students.
"Our hope is that the students that need or want services will find us," Hathaway said.
"Fortunately the traffic has not
decreased so far."
The Counseling Center is working to get the word out to students
and have different options for
more accessibility.
"The counseling center has
limited hours throughout the
residence halls on campus
including in Kohl, Kreischer and
Mac," Hathaway said. "Also, we
are putting announcements in
Stall Talk and working with the
shuttle service to get a route to
College Park."
Even with the advertising and
easier accessibility, some students have mixed feelings about
the change. Resident Adviser
Claire Bailey is not sure about the
change of location.
"I don't want to say it's too far
away, but I think it's going to be
an extra challenge to get students
to come," said Bailey.
However, sophomore Brenan
Waltermire believes it is a good
change for the Counseling Center.
"It is a positive that it moved
from Conklin to College Park
because I think it is closer to the
middle of campus," Waltermire
said. "I think it gives students a
better access to the center."

Fire safety considered in
new rooming options
By Dan Lamia
Reporter

One aspect of the transition to
the new semester is where one
will be living.
To help accommodate for
the influx of new students, the
University has created a third roommate option for the Offenhauer
Towers, as well as convening multiple lounges into rooms. Although
both are seemingly logical solut ions
for the University's growing pains,
they may infringe upon fire codes
established by the University.
It became clear to the Office
of Residence Life and Senior
CoordinatingHousingAssignment/

"We had to look at
how to accommodate
such a large
freshmen class."
Jennifer Kilian I Residence Life
Administrator Jennifer Kilian that
changes would have to be made.
"We had to look at how to accommodate such a large freshmen
class," Kilian said.
Students living in Offenhauer
were given the option to have a
See CODES | Page 9

While campus construction stirs up dust, University
Dining Services kicks it up a notch with new locations and menu items.
Commons is officially closed for the academic year, and all of its services have been
moved to other locations due to construction, said Mike Paulus, director of
Dining Services.
The Outtakes that was in
Commons is now located at the
Silver River Cafe in Kreischer. A
"grab-n-go" Outtakes has also
been added to Kohl Hall.
Students who worked at
Commons are now working
at other dining locations
on campus.
Some of the equipment and furniture
from Commons has
been loaned to Lake
High School, a victim
of a summer tornado in
Wood County.
The Howling Greenery
and the Black Swamp
Pub started using new
menus Monday. According
to Paulus, resident advisers
"were used as guinea pigs
to try new food items at the
Greenery," and they gave positive comments. The Division of
Multicultural Affairs tried out the
new Black Swamp Pub menu last
week as well.
"Dining Services wants to use students to generate feedback so we know
we are moving in the right direction,"
Paulus said.
Sara Meyer, the marking and communications
manager for Dining Services, said RAs were a good
See DINING | Page 9
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SuperCab offers cheap, safe way for
students to travel locally, out of state
By Max Fllby

"One time at Put-in-Bay I picked up this guy

Reporter

When Marlene Mossburg drops
students off at home, she offers
them a souvenir from their night
on the town.
In the back of Mossburg's
SuperCab are stacks of "puke buckets" she offers to students for $5
apiece after picking them up from
parties or the bars downtown.
"I've got about 10 of them stacked
up in the back," Mossburg said.
"They're actually kids' sand pails.
Luckily I've only had to sell one
since last March."
SuperCab is a local taxi service
offering $4 rides to and from any-

who wouldn't tell me where he wanted to go. He
finally had me stop almost 10 feet from where I
picked him up so he could look for his flip-flop."
Andrew Roholl j SuperCab
where in Bowling Green.
Rides to Toledo for $40 and to
Detroit for $90 are also available
from SuperCab. Students can also
ask for rides elsewhere outside of
Bowling Green for $1.50 per mile.
Mossburg came up with the idea
to sell the "puke buckets" to students last summer, but sometimes
riders end up missing the bucket,
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Teams toss at competition

Counseling Center is too distant

Residence Life held a coinhole tourna-

According to columnist Marisha Pietrowski. the

Led by coach Denise Van De Walle, the

ment at Kohl Hall, allowing students to

Counseling Center move is counter-productive for

all-time winningest coach in the MAC, the

show off their expertise with the region-

students, because it is now in an impractical location

volleyball team begins their season with

al favorite game. See photos | P»g« I

in College Park | Page 4

the Michigan State Invitational | Page 5

SPORTS
BG netters open season

resulting in a $50 fine.
"Once a kid asked me to take him
to the ATM after he puked in the
van," Mossburg said. "He pulled
money out to pay for it and gave me
a $10 tip to help him clean it up."
Some students use Supercab to

See CAB I

PEOPLE ON THE STREET
What would you like to see Dining Services add to
their menu7
ZACHGINTHER
Sophomore, Biology
"More unigue selections, maybe a
Hibachigrill."|P»90 4
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Kan. coroner
identifies charred
body as teen girl

Toyota recalls
1.13 million
Corollas, Matrixes

Ariz, governor
to file brief in
immigration battle

Jury deciding fate
of man accused
of racist attack

Fugitive charged
with killing wife
and her mother

Unmanned Navy
craft flies into
restricted airspace

GREAT BIND. Kan -A
severely charted body found
at an asphalt plant m central
Kansas is that of a 14-year-old
girl who had been missing since
the weekend, the attorney
general said Thursday

NEW YORK - Toyota
recalled 113 million Corolla
sedans and Matrix hatchbacks
Thursday because their engines
may stall, the latest in a string
ol quality problems at the
Japanese automaker.

PHOENIX (AP)-Gov. Jan
Brewer's lawyers on Thursday plan
to file the first brief in their appeal
of a ruling that put the most
controversial elements ol Arizonas
new immigration law on hold.

LOS ANGELES (AP)-A jury
began deliberating in the case
against a reputed member of a
racist street gang charged with
murdering a 14-year-old black girl
and a potential witness

The recall covers vehicles from
the 2005 2008 model years sold
in North America. Three accidents
and one minor injury have been
reported, though Toyota said a
link to the engine issue has not
been confirmed.

The jury heard closing
arguments Wednesday against
defendants Jonathan Fajardo
and Daniel Aguilar.

WASHINGTON-An
unmanned aircraft went off
course during testing and
entered restricted airspace
near the nation's capital eailier
this month, the Navy said
Wednesday.

At a news conference.
Attorney General Steve Six
for the public to contact
authorities if they >■■
contacted Alicia DeBolt on the
day she disappeared.

Brewer wants the 9th US
Circuit Court of Appeals in San
Francisco to reverse the ruling US
District Judge Susan Bolton made
last month.

ELCAJOHCalrf.(AP)Calffomw authorities say an escaped
convict accused of molesting his
niece has been charged with
killing his wife and mother-in-law
and putting their bodies through
a staged car crash.
Prosecutors say 57-year-old
Michael Eugene Richardson
could face the death penalty if
convicted in the slayings

The craft, an MQ-8B Fire
Scout unmanned aerial vehicle.
is one of six the Navy is testing
lor intelligence, surveillance
and reconnaissance operations
It was supposed to fly a
preprogrammed route over the
Webster Field Annex at the naval
air station at Patuxent River. Md.
a Navy spokesman. Lt. Myers

DeBolts mother told
daughtei around 11 p.m.
Saturday when she left',
party with a 19 year-old man.
She was due home at midnight.
The girl s family reported
her missing early Sunday
afternoon after she still hadn't
returned home Autho' I
didn't immediately issue an
Amber Alert because the
girl's mother knew of DeBolts
plans to leave with the man.
whom she described as her
daughter s Inend.
- Ro* ana Hegeman (AP)

The automaker said vehicles
with lZZ-f E engines may contain
a defective engine control module,
the computer that regulates the
performance of the engine In
some cases, a crack may develop
on the module's circuit board,
which could prevent the engine
from starting, harsh shifting or an
engine stall.
Toyota said it will replace the
engine control modules on the
recalled vehicles at no charge. It
will begin mailing notifications
to customers with affected
Corollas and Matrixes starting in
mid-September.

Fajardo. 22. is charged with
the 2006 killing of eighth-grader
Cheryl Green and the special
circumstance that it was a hate
crime. If convicted, he could face
the death penalty.

The governor's office says
Bolton abused her discretion by
applying the wrong legal standards
and basing her ruling on the
federal government's speculation
that it would be harmed by
Arizona's law Brewer says the
judge ignored key provisions of
federal law that allow states to
enforce immigration law.

In addition. Fajardo and
Aguilar. 25. are accused in the
stabbing death of 21-year-old
Christopher Ash. a potential
witness in the killing of Green,
and face special circumstance
allegations that include
committing murder to further
the activities of the 204th
Street gang.

The US Justice Department
went to court in a bid to invalidate
the law.
The Justice Department had no
immediate comment Thursday

The two-week trial detailed
alleged violence used by the
gang to maintain its power in the
neighborhood.

He pleaded not guilty
Thursday to murder charges,
about two months after the
womens bodies were found
in a car that crashed down an
embankment near Lakeside
Prosecutors say Richardson killed
them before the accident
He pleaded not guilty last
month to molesting his 17-yearold niece.
Prosecutors say Richardson
has been a fugitive since 1982
when he escaped from a North
Carolina prison where he served
time for robbery.

Vasquez. said.
During testing on Aug. 2.
controllers lost the link to the
aircraft and it flew off route into
the restricted area. Vasquez said
the craft was about 40 miles
away (rom Washington. The
Federal Aviation Administration
was notified that it was a Navy
craft so they were aware and
monitoring it. Vasquez said.
-MicheleSalcedo(AP)

-DanStrumpf(AP)

BLOTTER
WED.. AUG. 25
11:49 AM
A small packet contaii
unknown white -^.b^tonce was
found on •
Fa building
within the lOOO block of Scott
Hamilton Ave
234 P.M.
A pink Mii.e backpack and an
elementary algebra book were
reported stolen from an unlocked
vehicle within the 700 block of S
College Ave
10 53 P.M.
Shamauria Denae Harris. 20. of
Bowling Green, was cited for
prohibited acts after attempting to use someone else's ID at
Uptown Downtown

THURS..AUG.26.
226 A.M.
Kvelyn Marie Liska. 21, of
Bowling Green, was cited for
criminal trespass and disorderly
conduct after allegedly passing

out in a residence within the 100
block of N Enterprise St. that
she entered without permission
238 A.M.
Jacob A Czerniak. 19. of Sylvania.
was cited for criminal trespass.
obstructing official business and
underage/under the influence
after fleeing from police responding to reports of a fight. Czerniak
jt. Jly found under a
deck within the 200 block of N.
Prospect St.
2:38 A.M.
Charles L. Sheets. 20. of Bowling
Green, was cited for possession
of marijuana and possession of
drug paraphernalia within the 200
block of E. Merry St.

>

ONLINE: (jo to bcjviemcom for the
complete blotter li;t

CORRECTION
POLICY
We want to correct all factual
errors. If you think an error has
been made, call The BG News at
419-372-6966.

Salmonella discovery links two
Iowa egg farms to massive recall
Over 550 million eggs recalled after 1,470 people.in sever.al states poisoned after consumption-J
at Wright County Fgg. More were sickened. She said the ity." Contamination fou»
than 550 million eggs from tests indicate that contami- the feed could be a part of a
the two farms were recalled nated feed is a source of the larger problem, he said.
this month after they were outbreak but possibly not the
"While they have found it
WASHINGTON — Food linked to salmonella poi- only source.
in the feed they are not conand Drug Administration soning in several states.
McGarry and other FDA firming any sort of cause and
officials say they have
Also Thursday, the feder- officials emphasized in a effect relationship," he said.
found positive samples of al Centers for Disease Control briefing for reporters that the
The Iced mill where the salsalmonella that link two and Prevention sakl that there agency's investigation is ongo- monella was found operates
Iowa farms to a massive could now be as many as 1,470 ing, and that they do not yet as part of the Wright County
egg recall.
illnesses linked to the out- know how the feed became Egg facility and also provides
FDA
officials
said break, about 200 more than contaminated. Investigators feed to Hillandale Farms.
Thursday that investigators previously thought.
are analyzing as many as BOO Officials said they are not
found salmonella in chickSherri McGarry of the FDA's samples from various places yet sure whether the feed
en feed at Wright County Center for Food Safely and at tlie two farms.
came to the farm contami! j;i: that was used by that Applied Nutrition said the
FDA Deputy Commissioner nated or was contaminated
farm and also Hillandale salmonella found at Wright Dr. loshtia Sharfstein said the at the farms. They said there
Farms. They also found County Egg matches the fin- Investigators are not just look- is no evidence at this time
additional samples of sal- gerprint of (he salmonella ing at tlie feed, but at the "over- that the feed went to any
monella in other locations found in many of those who all contamination of Ihe facil- other farms.
ByMiryCUnJalonklc
The Associated Press
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Welcome Back
Students!
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4 BANDS FOR UNDER »30

loin us tor a fiesta!

'
•

Happy Hour 5-8
1616 E.Wooster St., Unit #
Bowling Green, Ohio 43402
(419) 353-0937
www.el-zarape.com

Serving: Fajitas, Burritos,
Chimichangas, Tacos, Enchiladas,
Margaritas, and more!

Visit us online at
www.bgviewscom

BRING THIS AD IN
FOR A
FREE WASH

KIRK'S
COIN LAUNDRY
709 S. MAIN ST

419-352-0397

S.in.c D.iy I'rop oil ' ,.'rvi< «•.
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IN THE HOLE

•

Students unwind after classes with a cornhole tournament
PHOTOS BY ANDttA FEW
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VICTORY: Freshman Colin Smith celebrates alter sinking a beanbag in the hole on a sunny afternoon playing cofnhole on campus.
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GAME TIME: Freshmen Colin Smith Fnc Juztiw. Josh Hand and Byron Graves compete in the cornhole tournament held outside Kohl Residence
Hall
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Large selection, best price and quality
II in service on myspace mvw.rnyspace.com/tiestplaceinohio
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•HOOKAHS

'VOLCANO

•VAPORIZERS

•INCENIS

-TAPESTRIES
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•WATER PIPES

-DETOX
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•SUSS PIPES
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FOCUS: Freshman Austin Pilkinton prepares to toss his beanbag in the cornhole competition.

419.353.0780
181S Main St Bowling Green, OH 43402
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WELCOME BACK STUDENTS!
worship * Learn * Crow * Connect * Serve
Expand * Lead

MEAL DEAL

Open House & Cookout
AUGUST 29 I 2PM-6PM
612 East wooster
(the blue house across from Founders...
look for the ftsh In the window & lust walk right Inn

419-352-6486
bg@actoday.com
www.actoday.org

Purchase any handcrafted entree
and a drink for only $5

(also search for us on facebooki

IS YOUR IMPORT
FEELING ILL?
WE HAVE THE CURE
BG's largest and
most complete
import facility.

plus' I)

Qtdcbd

12953 Kramer Rd.
off of S. Main
-BG-

^W MEXICAN GRILL

419-352-7031

129 S. Main St. BOWLING GREEN

419-353-7200
Must present BGSU ID to receive offer.
No coupon necessary.
Offer valid until 8/29/2010

Offer valid for a limited time at Bowling Green
location only. Not valid with other offers. Limit one per
customer. Please see restaurant for details.

FORUM
PEOPLE ON

"Once a kid asked me to take him to the ATM after he puked in the van."
- Marlene Mossburg, Supercab driver [see story, pg. 1].
Friday, August 27.20)0 4

IHE STREET What would you like to see Dining Services add to their menu?

"Healthier food

"Different kind

"Not as much

of pasta "w

pizza."

COURTNEY

SARA

MIL,

DELIBERATO,
Sophomore.
Musk Performance

ADITI PAUL.
Grad Student.
Communication
Studies

"Omelette bar"

especially

k

VISIT US AT
BGVIEWS.COM

Have your own take on

strawberries."
NICHOLE
HEISLER.
Sophomore.
Graphic Design

Sophomore.
Political Science

todays People On The
Street? Or a suggestion for
a question? Give us your
feedback at bgviews.com

Counseling Center relocation Healthy eating choices can
lessen impact of freshman 15
inconvenient for students

The 2010-11 school year at
the University is a transitional one. It seems as though
nearly every plot of land on
the campus is under construction, and many offices
and services have relocated
in order to make room for
new projects.
Most notably, many of
the offices that were located in the former Cnnklin
residence hall for the past
couple of years, such as the
student services offices, have
been moved to allow for students to once again live in
the building.
The Counseling Center,
formerly located in Conklin,
is a free service offered for
students to talk about the
issues in their lives and adapt
to the college lifestyle. It has
now been moved to the
College Park Office Building.
When 1 discovered this. 1
actually had to consult the
campus map to find out
where the building is located,
because I hadn't heard of it.
1 found out why I had never
heard of it. because it is north
of the Greenhouse and every
other building on campus
— nowhere near any activities on the main campus.
There is absolutely no
need for the average student
to be that far northwest of
campus on a regular basis.
The offices in the College
Park building are not meant

I

to serve a great deal of people (1 don't mean that to discount their worth) and do
not need to be at the center
of student activity.
The Counseling Center,
however, is a service that
can serve any student and
is used by plenty of students in its Conklin location. I strongly believe that
the decision to move the
Counseling Center so far
away from student life acts
as a disservice to the staff
of the center as well as the
students who can utilize it.
When the Saddlemirc
Student Services building
was torn down in the summer of 2007, the offices in
that building (including the
Counseling Center) were
moved to Conklin. Due to
low enrollment, Conklin was
turned into offices to accommodate services in an area
on campus that wasn't too
far away from the main parts
of the University.
It wasn't in the middle of
campus, but it was reasonably placed 80 that students
could still easily access the
offices in a way that wasn't
inconvenient.
Now, the Counseling
Center is in a building closer
to the Wood County Airport
than it is to most of the campus. It isn't readily accessible
by the shuttle service, and if
the weather is bad (as it often
is in this city), getting to and
from the building will be a
true nightmare.
No longer is it in a location where students could
easily go to a counseling session between classes without
hassle. Getting to the build-

ing requires plenty of time in
one's schedule, which wasn't
necessary when the center
was located in Conklin. It
was a quick, five minute walk
to Olscamp and other hightraffic buildings on campus.
I wish the University could
have realized how essential
the Counseling Center is for
students and placed it closer to the campus where the
students spend a great deal
of time. Many students are
hesitant as it is to go to the
Counseling Center, and placing it so far away will likely
further dissuade them from
seeing what the center has
to offer.
Additionally, even people
who have used the service
in the past may not be able
to make time in their schedule to get out to the center
and will no longer schedule
appointments.
It was in the Student
Services building for a reason, and while I understand
the University's current construction conundrum, 1 wish
that they could have found a
place closer on campus for
the center.
I am a big supporter of
the Counseling Center, and I
really think it serves a useful
purpose for the student community. It's a free service and
can have a great effect on
students, and if students can
make time in their schedules
1 would recommend taking
advantage of it.
It's just a shame that the
University couldn't have
placed it in a location that
wouldn't make it so hidden
from the students it is there
to serve.

hippos
mJJUtfM

Fortunately for our new
freshmen students, the
freshman fifteen is only partially true. During a recent
study in the College Student
Journal, only 62% of students
Freshman year is a time for reported weight gain during
excitement and new expe- their freshman year, and the
riences. Unfortunately, it average weight gain was about
is also a time when many eleven pounds—not fifteen.
Although this weight
students begin to make
unhealthy lifestyle choices. gain may not be as high, 11
These choices have led to pounds is still a significant
the myth of the infamous amount of weight to gain in
a year. While I am sure some
freshman fifteen.
Most students are aware of this weight gain can be
of the freshman fifteen. It is attributed to late bloomers
not difficult to imagine why and muscle gains among the
many students gain weight students who begin weight
while they an? in college. Late- training at college, much of
night pizza orders and trips to this is unhealthy body fat.
Taco Bell can add up quickly.
In their study, Jennifer A.
College patties often lead to Carithers-Thomas and her
more frequent and increased colleagues had the particiconsumption of alcohol.
pants identify the major facThe stress of new friends, tors that could account for
living conditions and class- their weight gain. The top
room expectations can three factors students idencause weight gain. The tified were late-night snacksudden end of sport par- ing. cafeteria food selection
ticipation for the majority of and social eating.
freshmen can also lead to a
Fortunately there are
many steps freshmen stulack of physical activity.

dents can take to avoid
becoming part of the statistics. There are ample opportunities for physical activity.
The Student Recreation
Center offers a wide variety
of sport and exercise services. Students can participate
in the Intramural Sports
Program or join a Sports
Club. There are also many
Physical Education General
Activity courses available for
students who want to learn
a new activity or just receive
credit for participating in an
activity they already love.
There are also many healthy
options available for freshmen
at the various dining locations
across the University. Salads
by Design is a perfect place
to start when hunting for a
healthy alternative to the traditional cafeteria food. And
of course, it is important to
make healthy choices when it
comes to portions and snacks
throughout the day.
With hard work and determination, it will be easy for
new students to avoid the

freshman fifteen.

CALLING ALL
COLUMNISTS!
CARTOONISTS!
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Need a place to voice your opinions? The Forum section
is looking for more people like you to write columns and
illustrate for us.

3£COr\JP3
Contact us at thenews@bgnews.com,
call us at 419-372-6966,
or just swing by our newsroom in 210 West Hall.

SPEAK YOUR MIND
Got something you want to say about an opinion column or news
story? Here's how to get in touch with us for letters to the editor:
■ E-mail us at thenews@bgnews.com.

■ Drop a note into our new comment box at the Union
Information Center.

FIND OUT WHAT BGVIEWS.COM HAS TO OFFER YOU!

■ Call us at 419-372-6966.
■ Come to our newsroom in 210 West Hall.
Be sure to read the submission guidelines at the bottom of
this page.

THE BG NEWS
HEATHER LINDER, EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

TOP NEWS STORIES
The site is updated daily
with stories from the
paper and online extras.

BECKY TENER, MANAGING EDITOR
ALISSA O'NEILL NEWS EDITOR
SEAN SHAPIRO, WEB EDITOR
JASON HENRY. CITY EDITOR
ANDREA MARCHI, DESIGN EDITOR

210 West Hall

ANDREA FEHL PHOTO EDITOR

Bowling Green State University

PAUL BARNEY.SP0RTS EDITOR

Bowling Green. Ohio 454031 Phone: (419) 372-6966
E-mail: thenews@bgnews.com

MARISHA PIE IROWSKI.

CHIEF

MATTUASSE.PULSE EDITOR
KATE SNYDER.IN FOCUS EDITOR

Web site: http://www.bgvievys.com
Advertising: 204 West Hall | Phone: (419) 372-2606

JESS JAMES.SPECIAL SECTIONS EDITOR

(.LOGGING
Check out the sports
blog for the latest in BG
athletics

ARCHIVES
Miss something? Find
articles and columns
since 2000.

SPEAK YOUR HIND
Comment on stories and
columns, or send a letter
to the editor.

MULTIMEDIA
Podcasts, audio
slideshows and video
add to the story

The BG News Submission Policy
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
are generally to be fewer than 300
words These are usually in response
to a current issue on the Unrversitys
campus or the Bowling Green area
GUEST COLUMNS are generally
longer pieces between 400 and
700 words. These are usually also in
response to a current issue on the
University's campus or the Bowling
Green area. Two submissions per
month maximum.

POLICIES: Letters to the Editor
and Guest Columns are printed
as space on the Opinion Page
permits. Additional Letters to the
Editor or Guest Columns may be
published online. Name, year and
phone number should be included
for verification purposes. Personal
attacks, unverified information or
anonymous submissions will not
be printed.

E-MAIL SUBMISSIONS as an
attachment to thenewUbgnews.
com with the subject line marked
letter to the Editor" or "Guest
Column" All submissions are subject to review and editing for length
and clanty before printing The
editor may change the headknes to
submitted columns and letters at his
or her discretion
Opinion columns do not necessarily
reflect the view of The BG News
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Falcons host No. 24 West
Virginia, Xavier this weekend
By B«cky T«n«r

Friday's match with a 0-1 record,
after losing to Penn State last week.
Co-captain Katie Stephenson
After losing their season opener said playing bigger schools also
in sudden death overtime against improves the Falcons' attitude and
the University of Cincinnati, the momentum. She said after teamwomen's soccer team will face mate Alyssa Zuccaro scored BG's
first goal of the season late in the
another Big East team today.
Nationally-ranked West Virginia game against Cincinnati, it lifted
University will travel to Cochran the team's spirits.
"|It| shows us that we have the
Field for a 5 p.m. kiclcoff against
ability to come back and be able to
the Falcons.
Coach Andy Richards said play," she said.
Richards said though the loss
playing the No. 24-ranked team
in the country will help the against the Bearcats, 2-1. Sunday
Falcons improve.
was hard, it did prove that his team
"They're a good test for us," is getting better and is getting more
Richards said. "They'll help us
learn to play a little better."
See PREVIEW | Page 6
West Virginia will come into
Reporter

ANDREAFEHl
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SHOVE: Sarah VonderBrink battles lor trie ball with a Windsor player in BG's first scrimmage of the season. The sophomore played m 15 matches last season

Falcons fly to Michigan State

FILE PHOTO I THE BO NEWS
COMING TOGETHER: While enduring a tough season a year ago. the BG volleyball team has set high expectations lb' 2010. The Fakons' first six games of the season will be on the road before finally returning home Sept. 10 for the Best Western Falcon Invitational.

Motivated BG volleyball team begins season tonight
By Justin Omlow
Reporter

Although the BG volleyball team is
returning only two seniors this season, the squad expects to compete
for a conference title.
The Falcons have a lot more to
play for than wins. They are playing
for pride.

Coach Denise Van I)e Walle
knows what it takes to win. She is
the all-time winningest coach in
Mid-American Conference volleyball history. Van De Walle believes
winning starts with the name on
the front of the jersey.
"The theme this season is Falcon
pride," Van De Walle said. "Playing
for the program. We want to make

memories in this gym that will bring said. 'That's what I hear most from
a smile to our face for years to come." the returning players so far."
The Falcons were 13-20 last seaThis year's Falcon squad is the
son, but that is not something Van youngest since volleyball became a
De Walle will be thinking about varsity sport in 1976. The team has
when the Falcons take the court seven freshmen on its roster — the
tonight against Michigan State.
most Van De Walle has coached in
"This young team is motivated to a season in her 27 years as the head
let everyone know we're a different coach of the team. But what the
team from last year," Van De Walle team lacks in experience it makes

up for with players willing to step
up as leaders.
"We have seen great things out of
the underclassmen so far," Van De
Walle said. "There is an energy (and]
a presence in the gym that wasn't
there last year. There is terrific team

SeeNETTER$|PacjelO

BG men host Indianapolis in
final scrimmage of season
By Bryan Filipponi
Reporter

The BG men's soccer team will compete in their final tune-up of the
season when they host Indianapolis
at 1 p.m. Saturday.
The Falcons are 1-1 in their two
previous scrimmages with a 3-0 victory over Windsor and a 2-1 loss to
Oakland University.
When walking into BG coach
Eric Nichols' office and looking at his bookshelf, the works
of managerial prophets Jose
Mourhino, Sir Alex Ferguson,

and Arsene Wenger are present.
Take the time to talk to Nichols
and learn about a man that simply loves the game of soccer.
Nichols starred as a forward at
Ohio State University before going
professional.
He had stints at three different
clubs - Columbus Xoggz, Indiana
Blast and Columbus Invaders.
Once his playing career ended
Nichols went and worked at a
normal job.
UNDUE* FEHl

FACEBOOK

SOCCER

FOOTBALL

TWITTER

Become a Facebook fan

Follow BG News sports on Twitter

Bojkk on national watch list

BG picked to finish sixth

Become a fan of the BG News sports

The BG News Sports Staff has a Twitter, follow us

BG center Ben Bojidc has been named to the

The BG men's soccer team has been picked

department on Facebook. Log on to

for breaking news and in-game updates from your

Rimington Award Watch List given to the

to finish sixth in the MAC preseason coaches

your account and search *BG News

favorite Falcon sports.

nation's top center. There are 37 players on

poll. Akron, ranked No. 1 in the country, was

Sports" to become a fan.

www.twHtAr.com/b9rrtwssp0rb

the list including three from the MAC

picked to win the 2010 MAC title.
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PASS ING BY: Coin Armstrong (17) races past a Windsor player in the first scrimmage of the season Amtstrorxj played in 13 rnatriies as a sc(illomore last season
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Woods sits atop leaderboard
after first round at Barclays
By Doug Ferguson

He was so low down the
list that he was first to tee
off under a sunny sky at
PARAMUS. N.J. — Tiger Ridgewood, the first time
Woods finally looked like the he's done that in his PGA
Tour career.
No. 1 player in the world.
It worked to his advantage.
In his first tournament
"With fresh greens, everysince his divorce, Woods
played his best round body in our group was makof the year Thursday at ing putts on the front nine,"
The Barclays by missing Woods said. "You had to get
only one fairway, putting it today."
And he did.
for birdie on all but two
Woods hit driver only twice,
holes and shooting a 6under 65 for his lowest including a tee shot on the 291yard fifth hole that stopped
score all season.
"It feels good to be able to 15 feet away. He only missed
control my ball all day like three greens in regulation,
although one of those misses
this." Woods said.
He wound up atop the lea- left him a 12-foot birdie putt
derboard with Vaughn Taylor from the range.
For a guy who's had little
among the early starters.
Woods has not led after go right this year, hardly anyany round since he won thing went wrong. If there
the Australian Masters last was a connection to Woods
year, and he hasn't been playing his best golf just three
atop the leaderboard on days after his divorce, he
the PGA Tour since the wasn't saying.
"I can't really say that's the
second round of the Tour
Championship.
case,'' Woods said. "As far
So much has changed since as golf, it was nice to put it
then — the car crash after together."
The 65 was his lowest score
Thanksgiving night, details
of adultery, five months away in 46 rounds, dating to a 62
from the game and a broken in the BMW Championship
marriage, which officially last year.
Taylor grinned when
ended Monday.
His golf hasn't been very asked if he was surprised
good either, which is why to see Woods name on the
Woods began the FedEx Cup leaderboard.
"Somewhat, you know?"
playoffs 112th out of 125 playhe said. "It's good to see
ers who qualified.
The Associated Press
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In house embroidery and sewn on letters.
Over 600 fabrics to choose from. We also offer
custom designs and vinyl letter transfers.
BGSU, Sorority &
Fraternity Apparel

I Sweatshirts ■ T-Shirts ■ Totes ■ Jackets
■ Shorts ■ American Apparel
-• Alternative Apparel
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Wood Products
Book your paddle party
now for 20% off

Other Store Items
■ Blankets

• Jewelry

■ Flip Flops

■ Sunglasses

■ Glassware
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SPECIAL ORDERS
ONE COUPON PERVISIT
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group was making
putts on the front
nine."
Tiger Woods | Golfer

the tops of trees that line the
fairways. Plus, with saturated
conditions from rain earlier in the week, tour officials
allowed players to lift, clean
and place their golf balls in
the fairway.
"With the ball in hand, it's
much more important to hit
the fairways," Woods said.
It was the first time since
the 2006 British Open at
Royal Liverpool that he hit
his 3-wood off the tee on
every par 5.
The two times he hit the
driver turned out to be two of
his best shots of the day.
With no wind on the 291yard fifth hole, Woods hit a
baby cut with his driver and
knew it was good when the
gallery packed in the grandstand behind the green let out
a cheer that could be heard
back on the tee.
It landed pin-high and
settled 15 feet away, and
the eagle putt came up
inches short.
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Cincinnati

The Falcons will kickoff
against Xavier at 1 p.m. on
Sunday, which will be aired
liveonBCSN.
Xavier comes in with a 1-2
record after dropping backto-back matches to open
the season before shutting
out Butler 1-0 Wednesday.
BG won the last two matchups against the Musketeers in
2006 and 2008.

Dominican University and a they've endured through
year-long term at Davidson training and boast his
From Page 5
College before landing the starting lineup.
head coaching position for
The Falcons have a tough
But a half year later, Nichols BG in 2009.
season in front of them.
wasbeingsummoncd back to
Flash-forward to the presLocal
Mid-American
the game.
ent, the 2010 regular season is Conference rival Akron is
"When I was working, I was just around the comer.
ranked first nationally in
thinking about the game. I
Nichols has a solid squad the preseason and a numjust love to compete." he said. with great work ethic and ber of tough road games
In 2000, Nichols was cohesiveness.
will put the Falcons to the
again involved with the
The team is looking to test this season.
game he loved, not playing score more goals this seaBut as Nichols puts it, "We
but coaching.
son — which was their flaw look to compete in all aspects.
From 2000-03, Nichols was a year ago.
We look to be more attackthe assistant coach at Ohio
Nichols plans to use ing, scoring more goals, being
Wesleyan University.
the last scrimmage to try more physical."
Nichols followed up with some different combinaHowever, the biggest
another three-year assis- tions of players, work on strength for the Falcons is
tant coaching term at Ohio solidifying everything their unity as a team — how

Efficiencies, One ana
Two Bedroom Apartments
Available for Immediate Occupancy
We also have a large selection of
Houses and Apartments with
great locations and reasonably priced
for 2010-2011 school year.

Listings available online at: www.johnnewloverealestate.com
or at the rental office located at:

JO

1

3
7
9 2
6 8 4
4 1 5
7 8
9
1
3 7

lone goal against

comfortable playing together.
"It was a disappointment to
come back and then lose, but
we proved we could keep up
with them," he said. "Afterward
it appeared that UC knew they
got away with something."
Richards said the coaching
staff is still trying to find what
combination of players works
best, but said he's happy with
the team's performance so far.
"We'll
continue
to
improve throughout the
season," he said.

Housing Close to Campus
At Reasonable Prices

STOP

"With fresh greens,
everybody in our

2 8

7 9

1

MEN

Merchandise &
■ Car Decals

him back up top."
With sunshine and a light
breeze, conditions were ripe
for scoring.
Ryan Palmer had a chance
to join the early leaders until
a three-putt bogey on the
mill put him at 66, along
with Brian Gay. Davis Love III.
Camilo Villegas and defending champion Heath Slocum
were at 67.
For Woods, the timing
could not have been better.
Only the top 100 in the
FedEx
Cup
standings
advance to the second
round of the playoffs next
week in the Deutsche Bank
Championship.
Woods at least needs to
make the cut, then finish in
the middle of the pack. He
had a better solution.
1 figure if 1 win, I should be
OK, "Woods said.
For one of the few times
this year, he gave himself
ample reason to believe
that. Woods opened with a
3-wood down the middle of
the fairway, a pitching wedge
to 15 feet below the hole and a
birdie putt.
More followed, even on
the par 5s, which have given
Woods fits in recent months.
He used his driver only
twice, deciding that his 3wood was enough to reach
the corners at Ridgewood
without having to take on

THEBGNEWSSUDOKU

ESTATE, INC.
319 K. Hoostcr Street. Bowling (ireen. OH

the team gels and works
together on and off the pitch.
"We have a very diverse
group of players," Nichols
said. "We have a captain
from Serbia, a captain from
England and another from
Chicago ... but they all get
along with one another.
They all appreciate each
other's differences. It's a
great mix."
If team success is based
on the desire and determination to win, and as long
as the team stays together
through both the wins and
losses, the Falcons have a
chance of upsetting some
teams this season.

Welcome BG Students

SEE US FOR ALL YOUR AUTOMOTIVE REPAIRS!

10%

OFF ANY SERVICE PERFORMED
WITH STUDENT ID.
•In lieu Ql omer oflen Moil can and light truCTi
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We Offer Complete Automotive Repair
• Air Conditioning • Brakes • Exhaust • General Maintenance •
Heating & Cooling • Lube/Oil/Filter ■ Shocks & Struts • Starting &
Changing • And Much Morel
Brake & Exhaust Inspection* Are Always FREE!

located Acrov, From Taco Bell.

RENTAL OFFICE I4I9I 354-2260
Hours- M,inil.i- to Friday - 8:30 to 5:30 • Saturday - 11:30 In 5:00
For more information or to schedule a showing, please call the Rental Office.
WE CAN HELP YOU!
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Bowling Green
(419) 353-2444
1087 S. Main Street
Mon - Fri. 8:00am - 6:00pm
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THE PULSE

THE PULSE JOINS SOCIAL NETWORKING
The Pulse section can now be found on favorite social
networking websites. Readers can now become fans on
Facebook or follow the pages' Tweets.
Friday. August 27.2010 7

College life provides perfect
opportunity to explore the
community's food options
By Amanda McGuira Rzicznak
Food Columnist

ROOM
ENTERTAINMENT
Fall 2010 Entertainment Preview
By Matt Liaise
Pulse Editor

The Pulse will be here as your guide
to everything entertainment along
the way. When classes start to wear
The fall months are not only for you down, simply pick up a newspaback-to-school remedies like hard- per and allow yourself to be amused
core studying and developing a caf- by the many different vices we offer.
feine addiction. It's also a time when
Below is your official guide to
the spirit of entertainment takes over what showbiz has planned for you.
and treats us to new spectacular films, It's also the official start of your
jj)ijs,ic,leJevision shojw., booljs, video school year. There is always room
games—whatever your pleasure.
for entertainment.

As the semester begins, many students, staff and faculty members
are looking for ways to get involved.
Food is definitely something that
brings people together. Here are a
few food-focused ideas to get you
out of the dining room and into the
community.
Not familiar with all the issues
surrounding food, farms, health,
the environment and the economy? Check out the film "Food, Inc."
This documentary exposes the
harsh realities of our nation's food
industry and offers some solutions
for consumers.
Dr. Heath Diehl, instructor in
General Studies Writing and the
Honors Program, plans to show
"Food, Inc." to the students in his
themed GSW 1120 Honors class,
which, he says, "focuses on a
series of social issue documentaries that deal with a wide variety
of controversies."
"From 'Food, Inc.,' I hope that
students gain an appreciation
for where their food comes from,
how their food is produced and
the potential consequences for the
cheap, easyand convenient options
that dominate the food industry in
the current moment."
For those seeking more handson opportunities to get involved
in food affairs, seek out Slow Food
at BGSU.
According to the student organization's blog, "The aim of the vast
majority of Slow Food organizations is to

inform and educate people about
the local food chain. The purchases
we make and the foodstuffs that we
put in our bodies ultimately affect
the local environment, economy
and community we live in."
Dr. Lucy Long, folklorist in
the Tourism, Leisure and Event
Planning program and American
Culture Studies, is the Slow Food
faculty adviser and asks students
to e-mail her at lucyl@bgsu.edu, if
they are interested in joining.
The BG Farmers Market is another local resource Dr. Long encourages students and community
members to take advantage of.
Every Wednesday between 38 p.m. in the SamB's parking lot
on Main Street, the BG Farmers
Market offers fresh produce and
mouth-watering baked goods.
Dr. Long says, "The BG Farmers
Market not only offers fresh and
locally grown vegetables and fruits
to students, it also offers a taste of
the best of the BG community—an
artists group has a booth, local
musicians perform, local organizations frequently have information
tables; people meet there and use it
as a public social space."
Another great way to support the local food movement
is to participate in the BG
Community Gardens.
Located at Peace Lutheran
Church at 1021 W. Wooster and
First United Methodist Church
at 1506 E. Wooster, the two gardens welcome anyone interested
in helping plant, weed, tend and
harvest the vegetable beds.
To help with the gardens, contact the coordinator Krista Elvey at
elveykm@bgsu.edu.
. - . . .^u

TELEVISION
Glee One of the biggest shows of last season is back, and has brought Britney
along with them. After episodes surrounding the music of Madonna, Lady GaGa
and Journey, Glee will start their second season with an episode surrounding the
music of another one of the biggest pop stars today and will also include a cameo
from Spears herself. The show's second season, beginning Sept. 21, also promises
musical performances of songs such as REM's "Losing My Religion" and a rumored
tribute to The Beatles.
Dancing With The Stars The new season of often forgotten about celebrities
trying their hardest with dances way too hard for them will begin this fall. The
contestants will be announced Aug. 30.
The Big Bang Theory One of the favorites at Comic Con this year started out as a
little show, but has since blown up. The new season, beginning Sept. 23, which will
be moving to Thursday nights, still follows awkward nerds trying to make it in the
same world as the social butterflies.

ALBUM
REVIEWS

TEENAGE DREAM'
■ Artist Name j Katy Perry
■ Grade I C*
Luke production. KeJhas TiK ToK. and is equally
obnoxious The ode to the West coast also features

MOVIES
Harry Potter and the Deathly Hallows Part 1 It's the beginning of the end. Harry

a lazy guest verse from Snoop Dogg. who sounds
uninspired on the track that was supposed to be
California* response lo Jay-Z and Alicia Key's
"Empire State of Mind*

Porter fans far and wide will be waiting in anticipation for the final chapter of the
journey of a boy wizard and the evil force wanting to bring him down. Luckily for
fans, the long book will be adapted into two separate films, better to not rush the
series' final moments. Part one will be released in November, with part two coming
eight months later.
Resident Evil: Afterlife fans of both video games and action-packed excitement
can be invited to spend the evening at this film. Milla Jovovich returns for the film
and it will be released on Sept. 10 and presented in 3-D as well.

"Circle the Dram' is a track about dating a deadbeat
drunk and drug addict, and it features some of
Perry's edge and attitude as she sings "Wanna be
your lover, not your f"'ing mother/ can't be your
Savior. I don't have the power"
Another stand-out track ts "Last Friday Nqht
(TGI F)." which sounds like it betongs m a scene of
The Hangover h's a fun, upbeat track where Perry
chronicles a night of partying that was a "blacked
WWWTHETVADOICTCOM
WHAT ZACH GASE THIHKS:To most summer
■s a lime of freedom, relaxation and fun As school

See PREVIEW | Page 8
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Toledoans rally by the river
Downtown Toledo will be hosting the
annual event Rally by the River tonight.
The festival will be $25 with gates opening
at 5 p.m, and promises well-known acts of
national and local talent.

k

TONIGHT IN TOLEDO

Cla-Zel offers dynamic show
The Cla-Zel Theater will be opening its doors on
Saturday night for the band Phantasmagoria. The
Clazels website describes sets as "high energy" and
"downtempo" to have a dynamic live show. The
show starts at 8 p.m. and will cost $5 at the door.

Gwen Stefanis "Hollaback Grrl"

has started up again, students around the country

What keeps Teenage Dream" from being an aver-

are getting bad to their regular routines of class,
studying and work.

age pop album 5 its running theme throughout

But Katy Perry grves us one last taste of summer

the 12 tracks Each song more-or-less deals with an
aspect of teenage life, thus giving it direction and

with her sophomore effort Teenage Dream"

making it sound like a complete album This has

Perry's Teenage Dream" plays lilce a soundtrack

become a rarity, especially in the single-driven pop

to a summer rught filed with synths. catchy hooks

genre, the age where the listener is given the choice

and carefree fun The album has a strong teenage-

to pick and choose songs on iTunes.

theme and features songs dealing with many teenage topics such as partying too much f last Friday

Perry's "Dream" ends wrth the lone ballad. "Not Like
the Mows" The song is one of the few tracks on

Night (T.G If)*), troubled relationships f Cirde the
Drain") arid lost love (The One That Got Away")

the album that brings her strong vocal ability that

Much of the records productoi was funded by Dr

TONIGHT IN BG

out blur"
"Peacock" is easily the aburn's worst song, as its
annoying chant bnngs back dreaded memories of

she displayed on her "MTV Unplugged" album.
'Teenage Dream" is a fun. simple album Those

Luke, the man responsible for an array of number

expecting any kind of lyrical insight or musical

one hits inducing Perry's own "Hot N CofcT and 'I
Kissed A Girl"

masterpiece will surely be disappointed. Those who
are looking lo have a good time and dance and

The afcum's chart-topping lead-single. "California
GunV sounds suspiciously simiar to another Dr.

definitely enjoy this afcum

THIS WEEKEND IN TOLEDO

American Idol in Toledo
Fans of "American Idol" can find themselves
flocking to the Huntington Center on
Sunday night at 730 to see their favorites
from last season perform weMnown hits.

maybe re-wsit [he simpler tmes of the summer wi

THEY SAID IT
"I'm not anorexic. I'm from Texas.
Are there people from Texas that
are anorexic? I've never heard of
one. And that includes me."
-Jessica Simpson

VISIT BGVIEWS.COM: NEWS, SPORTS, UPDATES, MULTIMEDIA AND FORUMS FOR YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE
—

PULSE
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Student electronic dance artist celebrates
birthday, offers gift of music at the Cla-Zel
By Troy Ch.»rnb«rl.i'rn
Pulse Reporter

Senior Brian Scavo will
bring his turntable talents to
the Cla-Zel on Tuesday, Aug.
31, for Beat Day 5, the fifth
annual electronic dance
celebration of his birthday.
Though the event has been
uccuring now for half a
decade, this year marks the
first time he has brought the
event to a live music venue
in Bowling Green.
Electronic music is more
than just a hobby to Scavo;
it permeates him entirely.
Currently acting as electronic music director for
the University radio station WBGU HK.l IM. Scavo
has hosted Electronic
Enlightenment Live since
2006. The program showcases both his music, as well as
music from guest DJs of his
choosing, performed live onair. The music has also dominated his academic directions, as he has tailored his
own individualized major
of recording technology and
music technology.
Scavo attended his first
rave in 2004 at an after-party
to the Detroit Electronic
Music Festival, and he
allowed the music and lifestyle to become him. Mis
mid-back length dreadlocks found their birth that
very evening, and he never
looked back.
Over the next eight months,
Scavo began pouringhimself
deeper into the sub-genres

of electronic music, absorb- on top of it." Samples of his we've been very pleased
ing influence from the styles music can be found byvisiting with his talent and profesthat appealed to him. He his website Djwhatthebleep. sionalism as an artist."
Alkilani said Scavo has
purchased a set of turntables com.
The soldier theme of reg- also organized additional
and his own vinyls, which he
then set in rotation as he self- gae vocalizations, born from artists to bring a visual eletaught himself various loop- Jamaican political unrest, ment to the show. These acts
ing techniques and beat jug- speaks to Scavo. He refer- will include break dancers,
gling. One year to the day of enced a pair of non-mili- glow stick and hula hoop
his first rave, Scavo adopted tary-issued dog tags he wore dancers, a juggler and even
the stage name DJ What the with his name on them as live-drawn art.
"He really likes to attract
Bleep and returned to that he explained that this reggae
same venue in Detroit as a soldierism can be extended all the senses of all the
beyond the martial sense, to people coming in," Alkilani
perfomer for a pre-party.
Following his first show, apply to one's daily struggles said.
The show will be headScavo began traveling the for their beliefs and personal
lined by the jungle genre
country playing shows from achievement.
"I wear these not because act Greenleaf, whom Scavo
Maine to California, and
eventually at the World 1 was in the military, but has shared the stage with
Electronic Music Festival because it reminds me that numerous times before.
in Toronto. He also gained every day is kind of like a bat- Opening the event is another
his own show on the tlefield." he said. "You have to University student DJ, Matt
Netherlands-based website fight for what you believe in." Oberle, performing under
Scavo's carefully aimed the name Several Robots.
lunglelrain.net, where his
music reached across the zeal for his craft has not gone Oberle was invited on to the
ocean to the ears of budding unnoticed. Banan Alkilani, show by Scavo himself. The
director of marketing and diversity of the styles Oberle
fans in Europe.
though inducted to the talent provider to the Cla-Zel, utilizes, he said, also lent
scene by the happy hard- said he was immediately inspiration to the name of
core genre, over time Scavo impressed with Scavo's pro- his act.
"I'm just grateful for the
began to desire a greater fessionalism from the first
opportunity," Oberle said,
depth to the message of his time he played a show there.
Following Scavo's perfor- although his nerves are getmusic. When he discovered
the jungle style - also known mance. Alkilani approached ting to him. "When I play a
as drum bass - Scavo was Scavo and expressed a house party, if I play a tune
immediately attracted to desire for further collabora- and people don't really like
the speed and energy of its tion on a regularly occuring it I can just stop and no one
music, which hums along at event catering specifically will care," he said. "At a club
a brisk pace of 165-180 beats to fans of the electronic concert, if I get myself in a
per minute. Next to enter scene, a genre Alkilani said situation and I don't really
the equation was the reg- is under-represented in know where it's going. I'm
kind of stuck."
gae influence he blended to Bowling Green.
Tuesday's show will be
"Honestly, (Scavo) is one
arrive at his chosen niche:
of the most professional 18 and over with a five dolragga jungle
Scavo described his sound people I've ever met," he lar cover. Doors open at 8
as "double-time hip-hop" said. "He has played here a p.m. with music beginning
with "reggae vocals placed number of times before and at 9 p.m.
ARREST MADE AT PARIS'

THIS WEEK
ENTERTA

HOME Police in Los Angeles have
charged a man with attempted burglary after he attempted to break into
the home of Paris Hilton Hilton took
to her Twitter account to show fans
not only a picture of police arresting
the man. but also explained she was
woken up by the man trying to break
in holding two knives.

Forbes has announced the top-earning films of the summer, and
two animated blockbusters topped the list "Toy Story 3" earned
the top spot, taking in $895 million worldwide, whereas "Shrek
Forever took second place with $663 million Following close
behind was "The Twilight Saga. Eclipse" with $650 million. "Iron
Man 2" with $622 million and "Inception" with $478 million.

PRESIDENCY Popular musician
Wyclef Jean (known as a member
of The Fugees alongside of Lauren
Hill) has been fighting for a chance
to run for the president of Haiti, and
has turned to music to accuse current
President Rene Preval of preventing
Jean from being able to run. Radio
stations have picked up the song
which calls for such electoral officials
to be jailed.

All

DANIEL

PACKARD

I M U

I
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August 28
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From Page 7
The Social Network Log off Facebook for two hours and
what is there to do? Go see a movie about the formation of the
social networking website that took the world by .storm five
years ago. Even though it is inspired by true events, the CEO of
Facebook has called the film "fiction." The film will star Jesse
Eisenberg, Justin Timberlake and Rashida Jones and will be
released Oct. 1.
lackass 3D Our generation's (arguably) cringe-worthiest
film will celebrate its next chapter in 3-D. In the spirit of taking shots to the groin and performing stunts that no human
should try repeating at home, favorites Johnny Knoxville, Bam
Margera and Steve-0 are back for our entertainment. The film
will be released Oct. 15.
Saw 3-D Our generation's (arguably) goriest film will celebrate its next chapter in 3-D. Just like the chapters that came
before it, the film will follow people in stressed situations in
battle for Jigsaw's legacy. This 'Saw' installment will be released
two days before Halloween.
Burlesque After releasing her first album in four years to
abysmal reviews, Christina Aguilera has one more chance to
impress this year. 1 ler acting debut will be side-by-side with
another award-winning pop star, Cher, and follows a girl's
journey to making it in Hollywood at a burlesque club after
leaving her small town home. This sexy and sleek film is slated
for Nov. 24.
Little Fockers After meeting both sets of parents, it may
be time to meet the kids. Robert De Niro, Ben Stiller, Owen
Wilson and Barbara Streisand return for the third installment
on Dec. 22.
The Chronicles ofNamia: The Voyage of the Dawn I nadir
If Hogwarts doesn't cast your spell or a burlesque club doesn't
make you feel hot, there's always a trip to Narnia that can be
arranged. The journey continues on Dec. 10.

MUSIC

Kanye West Mr. West seemed to really anger everyone when
he stormed the stage at last year's MTVVideo Music Awards and
intruded on country singer Taylor Swift's acceptance speech.
Unlike when he verbally attacked former president George W.
Bush (claiming the president did not like black people), West
came off as a bully against the teenage girl. His return this fall
will note more than a year he's been out of the spotlight. His
fierce lead single "Power" has already debuted strongly, and the
album (slated for November) is rumored to have collaborations
with JayZ, Beyonce and Bon Iver.
Kings Of Leon After a wild ride to superstardom after songs
like "Sex On Fire" and "Use Somebody" were hits on Top 40
radio stations, the Nashville natives have announced they
will release their fifth studio album "Come Around Sundown"
on Oct. 19. This album will be coming after winning four
Grammys for "Only By The Night."
Nicki Mimij She has already won the BET award for best
female rapper before she even released her debut album. The
foul-mouthed, bisexual Lil Wayne protegg is set to release her
solo debut "Pink Friday" on Nov. 23, after offering rhymes on
tunes like Young Money's "Bed Rock," Usher's "Ul Freak" and
I-udacris' "My Chick Bad."

VIDEOGAMES

RockBand 3 There has never been a better time to host
parties involving RockBand. With the release of RockBand 3,
friends all around can play the guitar, bass, drums, sing into
a microphone and now even play the keyboard! The game
promises new modes and 83 new tunes. Some of the new songs
will include Joan Jett's T Love Rock and Roll," Ozzy Osboume's
"Crazy Train" and Queen's "Bohemian Rhapsody." The game
will be available in November.
Halo:Reach'The third installment of one of the most popular
video games will be available Sept. 14, and again, the state of
the world against aliens is in the hands of the player. Between
classes, get your killing spree on!

WYCLEF TURNS TO
MUSIC FOR HAITIAN

SUMMERS FILMS MAKE BIG MONEY

PREVIEW

rGreekBGSLK
Inter-fraternity Council Presents:

I I. i.) W

LEGACY WEEK KICK OFF
Saturday August 28th
11:30 am
Olscamp
Room 101
v
J
LEGACY WEEK is a chance
for incoming freshmen as well
as any non greek to go through
a program that will give them
the opportunity to meet every
IFC Fraternity on campus. They
will he ahle to narrow clown

their choices based on how well
their personalities match that
of the fraternities. By the end of
the process the participants can
walk away with a Fraternity that
will help shape the rest of their
college experience.

FROM THE FRONT

WWWBGNEWS.COM

DINING
From Page 1
group to try the new food
since they return to campus
early.
When it came to changing
the catering menu, Meyer
said the goal was to "step it up
a notch."
"We expanded on popular
items and introduced new
items that we think the campus and outside community
will appreciate," Meyer said.
Some of the new items
on the menu for the Black
Swamp Pub are pulled pork
sandwiches, fresh fattoush,
hummus, coney dogs and
homemade onion rings. The
culinary staff exchanged
ideas and created the new
food options.
"We want to change the service at the pub to be more like
a bistro service rather than
calling out people by number
or name," Paulus said. "It will

be casual dining and have
more pub-like items."
Michael Diane is the
new manager of the Black
Swamp Pub and the Bowling
Greenery. I le said the menus
for both places are re-evaluated every summer. Many of
the dishes offered at the Black
Swamp Pub last year have
been replaced.
"There have been mixed
reviews about the food, but
students returned a second or
third time and seem to like it,"
Drane said.
Dining Services has been
receiving positive feedback
from the new food at the
Bowling Greenery.
The
Bowling Greenery also has
many new appetizers and
lunch options, including
new desserts.
There is no set deadline, but
1 )ining Services plans on renovating the kitchens for both
locations so they can offer
more options in the future.

CODES
From
third roommate.
"We looked at the larger rooms in Offcnhauer,
because we knew that they
had once been triples,"
Kili,HI said.
Although these new
rooms provide a different type of living style,
most students have few
complaints. Freshman Alex
Wright is living in a lounge
with two other students
in Offenhauer But "More
room means more plugs,"
Wright said. On the topic
of safety, Wright said, "I feel
safe enough."
"It's been done before,"
said John Curlis, the fire
safety inspector for the
University.
Although more students
will be living in one area,
there is no actual infringement of fire codes. Curlis

stresses that precautionary
fire safety should be taken
into consideration no matter where one may be living
on campus.
"Surge protectors should
always be used ... everybody needs to be responsible for one another."
Some tips for keeping rooms safe from the
threat of fire, in addition
to utilizing a surge protector, include ensuring that
objects cannot fall and
break while also taking fire
alarms seriously.
And most importantly, "Use common sense,"
Curlis said.
Although the new ways of
living made to accommodate such a large amount of
people may not be the most
comfortable at times, they
prove to be the smartest
and safest for students.
'This is a positive time for
the University,"' Curlis said.

LA authorities plan to use heat-beam ray in jail
Thomas Watkini
Associated Press Writer

LOS ANGELES — A device
designed to control unruly
inmates by blasting them
with a beam of intense energy that causes a burning
sensation is drawing heat
from civil rights groups who
fear it could cause serious
injury and is "tantamount to
torture."
The mechanism, known
as an "Assault Intervention
Device," is a stripped-down
version of a military gadget
that sends highly focused
beams of energy at people
and makes them feel as
though they are burning.
The Los Angeles County
sheriffs department plans to
install the device by labor
Day, making it the first time

in the world the technology
has been deployed in such a
capacity.
The American
Civil
Liberties Union of Southern
California criticized Sheriff
I-ee Baca's decision in a letter
sent Thursday, saying that
the technology amounts to
a ray gun at a county jail. The
4-feet-tall weapon, which
looks like a cross between a
robot and a satellite radar,
will be mounted on the ceiling and can swivel.
It is remotely controlled
by an operator in a separate
room who lines up targets
with a joystick.
The ACLU said the weapon was "tantamount to
torture," noting that early
military versions resulted in
five airmen suffering lasting
burns. It requested a meet-

"I t doesn't injure
your skin, the beam
doesn't have the
power to do that."
Bob Osborne | Commander

ing with Baca, who declined
the invitation.
The sheriff unveiled the
device last week and said
it would be installed in the
dorm of a jail in north Los
Angeles County. It is far less
powerful than the military
version and has various safeguards in place, including a
three-second limit to each
beam of heat.
The natural response when
blasted — to leap out the way
— would be helpful in bringing difficult inmates under
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control and quelling riots, the
sheriff said.
But the sheriff was creating a dangerous environment
with "a weapon that can cause
serious injury that is being put
into a place where there is a
long history of abuse of prisoners," ACLU attt>mey Peter
Kliasberg said. "That is a toxic
combination."
Cmdr. Bob Osborne. who
oversees technology for the
sheriffs department, said the
concerns were unfounded. I le
said he stood in front of the
beam more than 50 times and
that it never caused any sort of
lasting damage.
'The neat thing with this
device is you experience pain
but you are not injured by it."
Osborne said. "It doesn't injure
your skin, the bdjfttt doesn't
have the powcrrodfcihat.'

CAB

the morning.

From Page 1
avoid harsh weather. Jeff
Williams uses SuperCab
when he needs to get somewhere on rainy days.
"It was a lot belter than
walking across campus in
the rain," Williams said. "It
was worth every cent."
Supercab also provides
transportation for some
entire organizations on
campus including Fraternities and sororities.
One University student, Andrew lioholt, saw
even more opportunity in
SuperCab when he purchased it from the former
owner in January 2009.
"It seemed like it would be
a good opportunity." Koholt
said about SuperCab. "We
are probably making 100
percent more money now
than before I bought it out."
Knholl originally Started
at SuperCab as a driver
and also drove for another
SuperCab at Put-in-Bay,
Ohio. Over the past year,
Koholt has started to market
Supercab through posters,
lacebook and a website currently under construction.
Like Mossburg, Roholt
has his own memories of
driving students and Putin-Bay residents early into

"One time at Putin-Bay
I picked this guy up who
wouldn't tell me where he
wanted to go," Roholt said,
"lie finally had me stop
almost 10 feet from where I
picked him up so he could
look for his flip-flop."
During the summer of
2009, Koholt began running
SuperCab 24 hours a day
to maintain the company
through slow summers.
Supercab also started offering rides to Cedar Point and
Putin-Bay last summer to
people in Bowling Green.
"Mossburg and other
drivers usually make the
most runs on Thursdays,
Fridays and Saturdays."
Mossburg said.
Cabs occasionally gel
backed up, but students
usually don't have a problem with waiting for a ridehome.

Supercab is a great alternative to walking everywhere," Williams said "Its
a nice, cheap way to gel
anywhere on campus and
to the bars."
SuperCab's riders include
not only students, but adults
and children loo.
"Everyone, especially the
kids, always make sure that
we know how thankful they
are," Mossburg said. 1 really
enjoy all of their company."

Did yoirttyow?
k

The average life span ijf a major
baseball is seven 'pitches

WWW.BGSUCAMPUSCASH.COM

NlBGSU
Wf) CAMPUS CASH
SIGN UP FOR
BGSU Campus Cash's Mobile Shout Out's
and get exclusive deals and promotions
from local businesses sent directly to your phone!
* Works like a standard text message,
No extra charges

lanmna
Center
SIGN UP NOW!
Cinco Dc Mayo TWr*

TUBBY'S
TAVERN

Pita Pit

iLi-itiim-m- MJiri.viJtw

SOUTH
SIDE

You can also go to BGSUCampus Cash.com
and get Local Menus, Discounts, Bar Promotions,
Events, Job Opportunities and More.

Text BGSU to 46786
Get deals sent to your phone
Show your phone and saw
Get exclusive promos all year!
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experienced team, but the
Falcons expect to "fight and
compete hard."
From Page 5
"We want to win every time
chemistry. We are sharing we take the floor." Van De
leadership rules on the team Walle said. "BcatingMichigan
State would be a huge win
and it is working very well."
This season marks the for us. They (are returning]
final year the Falcons will nearly their whole team — a
play their home matches in team that made it again to the
Anderson Arena, l-'or seniors NCAA Tournament last year."
Following tonight's match
Sam Fish and Noelle Spitler.
this season is an opportunity against MSI), the Falcons will
to take a place in Falcon vol- play Fvansville and Indiana
University-Purdue University
leyhall history.
"(Fish] and [Spitler] are work- Indianapolis Saturday to
ing hard in the gym right now." wrap up their weekend in
Van Dc Walle said. "They want Bast l-ansing.
The tournament will be a
to he key players for us. and
they shrxtkl be. They want to good chance for many of the
go out on top. so Itheyl know younger players to gain expewhat they need to do to help rience and make an impact
early in the season.
carry this team to the top."
"Most every team we play
The Falcons will be in East
Lansing, Mich, tonight to will be older than we are,
begin their season against but 1 want to outwork and
Michigan State University out-hustle our opponents,"
in the Michigan State invita- Van De Walle said. "1 want
tional. Michigan State is an this team to compete hard

NETTERS

WWW.B6NEWS.COM

"There is an energy
[and] a presence in
the gym that wasn't
there last year."

2 Gp. with UNC and Duke,
among others
3 Windshield-cleaning tool
4 Like a heavy parka
5 Ready to pick
6 Mel of the Giants
7 Central area in a big city
0 "There's no hope lor me.
in oaters
9 Dice unit
10 Tee preceder
11 Maze runner
12 Maze runner's
incentive
13 Cloak go-with
18 Thompson ol
"Howards End"
22 Suggests indirectly
23 Yoko's family
24 _ Ration: dog lood
25 Prom corsage
26 "My. my, that's a
no-no"
28 One of 90 in a
nght angle
29 Like band music
31 Flour strainers
34 Having fewer marbles? 56

Denise Van De Walle | Coach

and surprise people."
The Falcons' MAC schedule will begin on Sept. 24 at
Akron, followed by another
away match at Buffalo the
following day.
The team's home opener
is scheduled for Sept. 30
against Miami University.
Although every match
counts, the Falcons' ultimate focus is on working
toward the postseason.
"We want to be at the
SeaGate Center again this
year as a top-eight team,"
Van De Walle said. "We're
excited to see how it all turns
out in November."

ACROSS
I Mr. Potato Head maker
7 Mickey and Minnie
II Calculator display, briefly
14 Find not guilty
15'
m the Morning*' talk show
16 "Caught you red-handed!"
17 Bodybuilder's pnde
19 Plead lor a treat, dog-style
20 Barely make, with "out"
21 FHAIoan
22 Diver Lougonis
23 "__-doke!"
25 Melville's sequel to "Typee"
26 Flirtatious one
27 on an AA batt.
28 Melted dip lor steamed lobster
30 "Wait a moment"
32 "Dagnabbit!*
33 Ouaml horse-pulted wmtor rides
35 Machine gun syllables
39 Psychoanalyst Fromm
41 Surgeon's stitch
42 Table-ready hearty entree

46
47
48
49
50
51
52
53
54
58
59
60
61
62
63

Harbor pushers
Saudi, usually
Thomas Hardy
heroine
Biblical cry of praise
Stars' brief film
appearances
Meeting to-do list
Not for kids, as films
Pocket PC entry
"Dallas" matriarch
Mlss_
"_ here": "DittoPocket PCs, e.g.
+, on an AA batt
Ostrich kin
Joanne of "All the
King's Men"
57 Nope's opposite

"Fill 'er up!" filler
Say "Ditto"
Catch sight of
Goes back out, as the tide
Gal. or oz.
Horse trade
Mideast political initials
"The Lord of the Rings"
tree being
Colorful butterfly
Poem of tribute
Seer's sign
d': headwaiter
Blue
Blood supplies
Depletes

VOTED BEST PIZZA 18
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ABOUT
PISHN€LLO'Sf SK
UR SPECIALS!
our coupon menu at
'.pisanellos.com

203 N. Main ^2™" 352-5166 1
$6.50 Minimum

Open Weekdays 4P.M.

- Lunch Fri. • Sat • Sun.

Help Wanted

For Rent

For Rent

Qdoba Mexican Grill, a fast casual, upscale Mexican restaurant,
is looking for new team members!
We have openings for DAYTIME
crew members Stop by the
Qdoba (129 S. Main Street,
Downtown Bowling Green) to pick
up an application. Bring your
completed application to
on-the-spot Interviews at Qdoba
on Wed, Sept. 1st from 2-4 p.m.

"1,2 & 4BR avail 300 Merry St,
rooms low as $225/mo,
semester leases next to campus,
419-353-0325, 9-9

5BR, 5 person house,
all amenities, close to campus.
August to August lease, $900/mo.
Call 352-1584 or 353-8811.

1BR apts - some close to campus, some downtown, start at
S325/mo Call 419-352-1584

Fum. rooms, freedom of house,
TV, W/D, clean & quiet, S2507mo
w/ $100 dap. Call 419-354-6117.

FILE PH0I0
SMILE: The learn comes together after defeating Toledo in last year's MAC Tournament The team expects to compete for a MAC title

1 he BGNews]
Classified Ads
419-372-6977
I in BG Newi wU nm knowingly
Kcepi admttMmcnU that <llscrimlnatVi i>i encouragB dftcrimInaiion igalnsi iny individual or
group »n ihfl bull of ''»«•. ><v
color, creed, religion, national
origin. sexual orleniailon. diV
ahlliiv siatus a* a veteran, or on
the bull "i am oiiu-r ii'gaily protected SWUM

Help Wanted
'BARTENDING! up to $300/d«y
No exp necessary, training provided, cell 800-985-6520 x174

Atterecnool chlldcere staff needed
Muet be available M-W-F. 3-8pm.
or Tuesdays 4 Thursdays, 3-6pm
Contact Pam at.
psattlerilPymcatolado.org
or cell 419-873-8202

Help Wanted
Chlldcare needed in Perrysburg
home tor three boys, Wed, 8-5
Call Alicia at: 419-973-6118

Days Inn now hiring, all shifts,
front desk/housekeeping No calls!
Apply in parson at 1740 Wooster.
Direct Cars Openlngal Wood
Lane Residential Services, Inc Is
looking tor positive, patient people
to provide care to individuals with
developmental disabilities Will
provide personal care & help w/
dally living skills Flexible schedules - full time, pert time, t sub
positions available.
S9 $13 18/hr based on exp
Positions require High School
Diploma or QED and valid drivers
license, acceptable driving record
& ore-employment background
screening Obtain application
from WLRS, 545 Pearl St, Bowling Green. Monday-Friday,
800am-4:00pm.
or download an application at:
www.woodlanereeldentlel.oru

1,0.1

Help Wanted
Do you Ilka to work with people?
Join our kitchen & wait staff I
Inquire at Naelada Bistro
In person at 182 S. Main St, BG
Instructor tor creative arts center
In Grand Rip as, OH.
Dance, hip-hop, ballroom, yoga,
martial arta. music, drama.
Studio time avail for rent
For info, oall 419-324-4705.
Kldzwatch all camera now hiring
cars givers tor daya, eves &
weekends Send resume or apply
In parson at 3150 Bostwlck.
levle Commons, Perrysburg, OH
mfoOkidzwatch net
www.kidzwatch.nat

L.

Retail store close to campus
seeks salea person lor customer
service, stocking, order taking,
cleaning, VCT/graphlcs skills.
Prev. exp a ♦, call 419-409-8118.
Yoko Japanese Restaurant now
hiring servers Flex, hra, only 15
mln. from BO. Apply In person at
465 W. Dussel Dr., Maumee, OH
(419)893-2290

5BR, 2 bath Victorian home,
$1400/mo + util.
Upper 1-2BR apt,$450-550/mo,
or rent entire house for $1800/mo.
Will consider selling.
Call 388-406-3318

8BR house, avail Immediately!
Short term leases available!
Call 419-308-1733.

Charming 3BR home, 1 bath,
attch. garage, 1/2 mile from
campus. Call 513-312-3588.

For Sale
$188 new queen pillow top
mattress sat In plastic with
warranty. Can deliver

Call 419-707-2954
Cherry sleigh bedroom set,
solid wood, new in boxes,
Worth 12500, aell $1200
call 419-897-9082

Looking for dedicated, happy &
detail oriented college students to
help beautify area homes Reliable transportation necessary
Call MightyMouseMald at
330-S20-8027.

DORM refrigerator, good cond
$40 or bell otter.
Call 419-308-4883

Nanny needed In BO for 2 toddler
boys Mon 9-8, Thure 9-4. $7mr.
Email: brlttanyOwcnatorg

Sofa & loveseat (mlcroflbar),
new In boxes, lifetime warranty
Delivery available, $478.
Call 419-707-9970

FOR RBNT:
730 Elm • 2BR house,
308 E. Enterprise - 3BR house.
401 8 Enterprise B - 2BR apt.
309 High Street #7 • 2 BR apt,
208 E Marry - 2BR lower duplex,
824 8th #3 - 2BR apt,
330 N. Church - 3BR house,
228 Clay - 3BR duplex.
Newlove Management Services
332 South Main Street. BO, OH
419-382-5820
newloverentals.com

cii;ni.i<Ai.

STOKI;

SUPERCAB
"Cheaper Than a DUIl"

(419)494-3380

IVILLAGE

APARTMENTS

* Apartments Available *
• Minutes from BGSU *
• Pet friendly community *
• Gas included *

CAU FOR SPECIALS!
Located at:

300 Napoleon Road
in Bowling Green

419-352-6335

Call 419-352-5882.
Medium aized 3BR house. W/D,
A/C, avail NOWI $700/mo ♦ utils.
Call 419-801-3225.
Price reduced! Clean, quiet 4BR,
2bt house on Wooster, parking.
Great prlcel Call 419-382-1104.
Price reduced I Large 2BR furnished apt, 2 blocks from campus. Laundry, A/C, quiet, clean,
Call 419-362-1104,
The Highlands -1 bedroom
S350-I400 tenant pays electric
Great location, quiet area, laundry
on site. Call 419-354-8036
The Homaatead • 1 BR apta.
$450-1850 tenant pays all utilities.
Walking dletanoa to campus and
downtown. Laundry on site, central A/C, great location.
419-364-6036

or

rmuKi;

Happy Badger

enre

MAKE SOMEONE HAPPY

ntouDtr seavt ztnGavuirs
■MB AND names
(flamed one of the top 5
Bakeries In U.S.A.
Qlant Oourmet Sandwiches,
Soups. Salads
Ml Made In-House)
Pair Trade: Coffee, Tea and

WE

)

■IKI (OfalOM NBRCRT

* Reasonably Priced *

Large 1 BR. near campus,
$500/mo, utilities Included.

1.111 Ti.iilc: < lolhinq • Imrnsc . Story IVupIc
Mcrh.il Apothecary • PurSCS • Jewelry • I,i|>estrics • Live Musk

HflPFYBADCIR
Operating 24/7
Only $4 a person
(within city limits)
Rates to nearby cities

Jay-Mar • 2 bedroom
$5t0/mo tentant pays gas & elec.
Central A/C, D/W. university shuttle pickup. Call 419-354-8036.

ntmfjn)
rouow us on ncaooK K1

FREE aropoorne:
10 rurtaiAM nxzssAm

Mon-Sat. 11-8
Mow open Sunday 12-41
331 n. Main and Clay
(2 Blocks north of Wooster
Uptown. B.Q.I
happ>badgrr>l happybadger.com

2 OFF

$10ORN0Kt
limit one pet customer
iomcomJ, Coupons) exp. 9/20/10

llinll one per cufltomer
eip. 9/2O/10

(419) 352-0706

CURRENTLY RUNNING MOVE IN SPECIALS

WINTHROP TERRACE
& SUMMIT TERRACE
flrnnimtni*

ALSO INCLUDED
Tw Outdoor Pooh
On-Site Laundry Facilities
24 Hour Eroeriency Maintenance
New Kitchen Cabinet & Appliances
Rent Payable Online
lease Renewal Bonuses
Referral Award Bonuses
OH Street i Guest Parting
Recycling Program

HEAT/MOT WATER/COOK NG
INCLUDED

STOP BY
AND SEE US

HIGH SPEED INTERNET
INCLUDED

No Appointments Necessaty

BASIC CABLE
INCLUDED

400 £, Napoleon Rd.
419-352-9135

PRIVATE CAMPUS SHUTTLE
INCLUDED
WATER/SEWER/TRASH
INCLUDED

winthropOgerdenicli.com
www.winthropterrace.com

